<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A) Write the third letter of the alphabet.  
B) Write the number 10 to the left of the letter.  
C) Draw a line under the letter only. | A) Draw a small square.  
B) Draw a larger square around the first one.  
C) Shade the space between the squares. |   |
| **3** |   | **4** |
| A) Write the word BAT.  
B) Write the word again, adding an O after the first letter.  
C) Draw a picture of your word. | A) Draw a triangle.  
B) Add a line inside the triangle from one bottom corner to the opposite side.  
C) Write the number that tells how many small triangles there are.  
D) Circle the number. |   |
| **5** | **6** |   |
| A) Draw a rectangle that is wide and short.  
B) Draw three circles inside the shape.  
C) Put an X on the middle circle.  
D) Shade the circle on the right.  
E) Draw a star above the rectangle. | A) Write the word MAY backwards.  
B) Write the word again, changing the letter on the left to an S.  
C) Write it once more, changing the vowel to U.  
D) Draw a line over the word, and two lines under the word. |   |
| **7** | **8** |   |
| A) Write these words: pet, pat, put, pit, pot.  
B) Write the words again, in ABC order, in a row.  
C) Cross out the first and 4th word.  
D) Circle the middle word. | A) Write the last 4 letters of the alphabet.  
B) Replace the first one with A.  
C) Replace the last one with R.  
D) Rearrange the letters to spell something that helps the doctor see your bones. |   |
| **9** | **10** |   |
| A) Draw 4 squares that do not touch each other.  
B) Draw circles inside 3 of the squares.  
C) Draw 3 lines to connect all the squares.  
D) Circle the empty square. | A) Write the first letter of the alphabet once, the first consonant once, and the last consonant twice.  
B) Write the letters again, changing the first letter to U.  
C) Write the letters again, switching the order of the first two letters. |   |
Quick Draw Answers

(Please note that slight variations are possible on some of the drawings.)

1. 10C
2. 
3. boat
4. 
5. 
6. SUM
7. pat, pet, pit, pot, put
8. XRAY
9. 
10. BUZZ